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Individuality And Partnership

Lamplugh is a much smaller than average-sized 
primary school. The vast majority of pupils are of 
White British heritage. The proportion of pupils 
known to be eligible for the pupil premium (in this 
school these are pupils known to be eligible for 
free school meals) is much lower than that found 
nationally. The proportion of pupils supported at 
school action is below average, as is the proportion 
supported at school action plus or with a statement 
of special educational needs. Children are taught 
in two classes: Class 1 comprises of Reception 
and Years 1 and 2; Class 2 comprises of Years 3, 
4, 5 and 6. For mathematics and English pupils are 
taught by ability and often in smaller groups. There 
have been significant changes to staffing since the 
previous inspection. The school holds Healthy 
School status, Activemark, Inclusion Charter Mark, 
Leading Aspects Award and is an Eco-school. 
The school meets the government’s current floor 
standards, which set the minimum expectations 
for pupils’ attainment and progress in English and 
mathematics.

This smaller than average primary school has a 
caring, creative and warm family atmosphere, 
enjoying close relationships between staff, parents 
and governors thus ensuring the school continues to 
thrive and excel. The school welcomes pupils of all 
abilities and backgrounds, promoting the Christian 
values of respect, responsibility and care towards 
all. 

In January 2013, the school received its latest 
Ofsted Report: the standards of teaching and 
learning, and the quality of teaching, were judged 

as ‘good’ overall whilst the behaviour of pupils 
and the quality of leadership were judged as 
‘outstanding’. Ofsted described how, overall, pupils 
make good progress at Lamplugh School because 
their differing needs are well met: teachers regularly 
check how well pupils have learned and use this 
information to carefully plan future lessons.

Teaching in the school is ‘good’ and some is 
‘outstanding’; there are many interesting activities 
in lessons which the pupils enjoy. Two years ago, 
the head teacher decided to increase the number of 
out -of -school experiences for all pupils: money 
from the parents’ fund raising group is used to 
support many of these educational visits. As a 
result of this initiative, standards have risen in the 
quality of work produced across the curriculum: 
for example, pupils are now writing from personal, 
‘hands on’ experiences and this has impacted in the 
quality of their written work; pupils and parents 
have responded very positively to this approach to 
learning.

The school’s curriculum is now more personalised 
to meet the needs and interests of the learners: there 
are many interesting activities in lessons which the 
pupils enjoy: they are involved in whole-school 
topics that capture their imaginations and these 
are successfully used to further their literacy and 
numeracy skills. Each pupil, from 4 to 11, has 
access to a laptop resulting in core computing skills 
being used where appropriate: this helps to prepare 
our pupils for learning in the 21st century. 

Pupils’ behaviour is exemplary, they are very keen 
to learn and they work well together. This is a 
strong community school where there is mutual 
respect between pupils and staff. Pupils say they 
feel very safe.
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Staff respond very quickly to individual pupils’ 
needs. When necessary, appropriate additional 
support is put in place to ensure both academic and 
personal needs are well met.

The school’s ‘outstanding’ leadership judgement 
recognises the drive behind the high quality 
provision at the school. As a part of the teaching 
team herself, the head teacher uses her classroom 
experience to drive standards throughout the 
school; she underlines the commitment and hard 
work of her staff in bringing about high standards 
and stresses the hard work involved in working 
within a small school, each member of staff, 
from teachers, teaching assistants, administrator, 
cleaner and governors, takes on a huge workload. 
As Ofsted commented, ‘all staff are dedicated to 
improving the school and they each take on many 
and varied roles’.  

The head teacher works very closely with 
governors; the chair of governors provides the 
necessary drive to ensure the commitment of 
all those on the governing body. Governors are 
now actively involved and are key to providing 
support and challenge to the head teacher and have 
welcomed the opportunities she now has to offer 
her support to other schools.

As a result of the headteacher prioritising 
improvements in teaching and learning through 
training opportunities for staff, the great majority of 
teaching is now ‘good’ throughout the school and 
some teaching is ‘outstanding’. This has led to the 
active participation and enjoyment of pupils in their 
learning, resulting in improvements in achievement 
for all groups.

In the best lessons, teachers and teaching assistants 
plan lessons really well together to ensure pupils 
are given work to get the best out of them. 
Consequently, pupils learn really quickly because 

they are given work which matches their ability and 
they are finding out things for themselves. 

An example of this was seen in a Key Stage 2 
lesson, when pupils were using their topic work on 
space to develop their skills in English. The lesson 
was very well planned with a range of activities to 
meet the abilities of all pupils. While some worked 
independently on laptops to develop complex 
sentences, others were working on a text which had 
no punctuation. These pupils were encouraged to 
think for themselves about the punctuation needed 
to make sense of the text. With their partners, 
they engaged in trying out different ideas and 
then sharing their thoughts with the rest of the 
group before deciding on the most appropriate 
punctuation. All pupils were highly engaged and 
really enjoying their learning. 

When pupils occasionally do not learn as quickly 
as they could, help is swiftly put into place. The 
teaching assistants are highly skilled in providing 
support and this was seen when pupils were given 
help to improve their reading skills. In a small 
group, pupils read part of a story together and 
then, very skilfully, the teaching assistant assessed 
their understanding. They independently used 
dictionaries to find the meanings of unfamiliar 
words to extend their vocabulary. 

The hard work and commitment of all those 
involved at Lamplugh School is key to its success: 
all those involved will continue to work towards 
high standards, providing pupils with the basis for a 
bright, successful and happy future.


